Wright County ENE Roster Criteria and Application Process

1. All Providers:
   a. Each provider category is capped at 24 (male SENE; female SENE; and FENE) but there is no requirement that all available slots be filled.
   b. Applications are pooled and the best applicants will be accepted from those available.
   c. The applications will be considered in January and July of each year, if space warrants. Certain applications may be fast tracked and decided earlier at the discussion of the committee, if the need arises, in cases such as: applicant is within the local court area or there is a shortage area on the roster (i.e. male SENE providers), and the provider is on other 10th District county’s roster.
   d. District ENE Coordinator will screen out any applications not meeting ride-along/Rule 114 and ENE training requirements before sending applicant pool to the committee.
   e. Must be Rule 114 Qualified Mediator and Evaluator, in good standing with the ADR Ethics Board.
   f. Must maintain Rule 114 Qualified status, including annual reapplication and education requirements.
   g. If current, retired, or former licensed attorney, must be in good standing or have retired in good standing with the PR Board.
   h. If have or previously had another type of professional license, must be in good standing or have retired in good standing with the licensing authority. (LMFT, L.P., LicSW, CPA, etc.)
   i. Ride-alongs may be waived at the discretion of the ENE Committee for those who have served as SENE/FENE Providers on another program’s roster and performed a significant amount of SENE/FENE sessions.
   j. There is no Ride-along waiver for those who have attended sessions as an attorney or litigant.
   k. Must accept and acknowledge program fee scale, nature of appointments, and other program requirements/expectations:
      i. Acknowledge fee scale and requirement to reschedule self if provider’s not updating in Provider Availability Scheduling System (PASS) caused court to double book.
      ii. Acknowledge that the court does not promise appointment or make choice of providers, must do own networking work, get appointed all by self. If not chosen within any half year period after initial active participation on PASS, will be removed.
      iii. Acknowledge the requirement to submit ENE Evaluator’s Report.
   l. Any feedback received from Providers hosting ride-alongs may be considered in evaluating applications.
   m. Committee will consider number of years working with children and families in divorce and custody related work, and documentable expertise/experience to give a valid evaluative opinion as to what a court would do in a family law case.
n. Committee will consider number of years working with children and families in divorce and custody related work (8+ preferred), and documentable expertise/experience to give a valid evaluative opinion as to what a court would do in a family law case.
o. Committee will consider prior removals from any ENE roster for any reasons, including non-use of their preferred (Google, SharePoint, etc.) calendaring method.
p. Preference may be shown to (1) applicants whose office or home is in the local area, (2) licensed/retired attorneys, licensed mental healthcare providers, or CPAs; but individuals of more diverse backgrounds with considerable experience working with children and families in divorce and custody related work, and documentable expertise/experience to give a valid evaluative opinion as to what a court would do in a family law case, will be considered.

2. SENE Providers:
a. Must have completed SENE Training (or Taught SENE Training).
b. Must have completed 2 SENE Ride-alongs.
c. Must be willing to travel to Wright County and other locations.
d. Committee may consider number of SENE sessions provider has completed as a provider on an ordering court’s roster when evaluating application.
e. Must be willing to be paired with all of the opposite gendered providers on Wright’s Roster.

3. FENE Providers:
a. No requirement for FENE Providers to travel, but a willingness to travel may be considered when evaluating applications.
b. Must have completed FENE Training (or Taught FENE Training).
c. Must have completed 2 SENE Ride-alongs and 1 FENE Ride-along, or 2 FENE Ride-alongs.
d. Committee may consider number of FENE sessions provider has completed as a provider on an ordering court’s roster when evaluating application.